
FIGURI 3?.16a shows a current loop, a circular loop of wire with ra-
dius R that calries current 1. Find the magnetic field of the current
loop at distance z on the axis of the loop.

TISURC 32.16 A current loop.

(a) A practical cunent loop (b) An ideal current loop

ReaI coils need wires to bring the current in and out, but
we'll model the coil as a cuffent moving around the full circle
shown in FTGURE 37.16b.

rtG*ftE 32.1? shows a loop for which we've assumed
that the current is circulating ccw. We've chosen a coordinate sys-
tem in which the loop lies at z : 0 in the.1y-plane. Let segment i
be the segment at the top of the loop. Vector Ai, is parallel to the
x-axis and unit vector i is in the jlz-plane, thus angle 0,, the angle

between Ai, and i, is 90'.

FisrJRE 34.i7 Calculating the magnetic field of a

current loop.
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The direction of F,, the magnetic field due to the current in
segment i, is given by the cross product Air X i. E, must be per-

pendicular to Lii and perpendicular to i. You should convince
yourself that d, in Frgre 32.11 points in the correct direction.
Notice that the y-component of B, is canceled by the y-componen:

of magnetic field E, due to the current segment at the bottom of the

loop, 180'away. In fact, every cuffent segment on the loop can be

paired with a segment 180o away, on the opposite side of the loop.

such that the x- and y-components of d cancel and the componenr:
of F parallel to the z-axis add. In other words, the symmetry of the

loop requires the on-axis magnetic field to point along the z-axis.
Knowing that we need to sum only the 4-components will simpli!
our calcuiation.

We can use the Biot-Savart law to find the e-componenr
(B). : B,cos @ of the magnetic field of segment l. The cross prod-

uct Ai, x i has magnitude (As)(l) sin 90' : As, thus

rro 1A.s rr,,/cosd(8.\^:: --cosd: -#As4r r' 47rlzz + Rz)

where we used r: (z'+ R')'o.You can see, because 6 + y -
90", that angle Q is also the angle between i and the radius ofthe
loop. Hence cosd : R/r, and
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The final step is to sum the magnetic fields due to all the segments:

f,*o: ?ta,l.:;;ffi)f,
In this case, unlike the straight wire, none of the terms multiplying
As depends on the position of segment l, so all these terms can be

factored out of the summation. We're left with a summation that

adds up the lengths of all the small segments. But this is just the

total length of the wire, which is the circumference 2nR. Thus the

on-axis magnetic field of a current loop is
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